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Lisericords Carved by Andre
Sulpice at me Camedral or Rodezs
Iconograpliic Hisioiy and Analysis
Ariela Erez
We know little about the early years of Andr6 Sulpice, active in
France in the fifteenth century. He was probably born in Bourges in
the early part of the century; his name was first mentioned in 1452
in connection with work at his home-town cathedral.1 During the
last half of the century he lived in Marvejoles, where he carved
stalls for its church and for the church at Mendes. Around 1461 he
moved his workshop, already of high reputation, to
Villefranche-de-Rouergue. There he carved stalls for four churches,
which have survived almost intact to this day.
Sulpice's last set of misericords was commissioned for the
Cathedral of Notre Dame at Rodez, and was executed between the
years 1478 and I486. 2 Rodez Cathedral was built on the ruins of a
basilica dating back to the sixth century. The cornerstone of the new
cathedral was laid on May 25,1277 and the cathedral was gradually
built over a long period of time, from the thirteenth to the
nineteenth century (including renovations). Accordingly, it
incorporates a variety of styles. Rodez Cathedral was never the
focus of Gothic studies; it is usually mentioned in passing as one of
the cathedrals designed by Jean des Champs.3
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Rodez Cathedral has two rows of choir stalls with high backs, one
on either side of the choir, and parallel to each, another row with
low backs. We will not consider the lower rows since they were
mostly made by another workshop. The high-backed stalls were
designed by Andr6 Sulpice; some documentation of his work has
survived. 4 The plan commissioned was based on an earlier set of
stalls, which has not survived, executed for the church at Beziers
(Herault).5 The patrons of the Rodez stalls were a group of the
town's burghers whose names are unknown. Each row is composed
of 31 seats. At the south end, adjoining the apse, and not joined to
the row, there is another stall of double width, which is reserved for
the bishop.
The number of stalls at Rodez exceeded the number of clergymen
attached to the cathedral at that time.6 Each row begins and ends
with a large panel decorated on the outside with rich carvings; they
differ from each other in only a few details. A frieze starts at the top
part of the partition and continues over the entire set of stalls. Over
the bishop's stall a Gothic canopy resembles that of the series, but
with the addition of a carving representing an angel. The stalls have
high backs leaning against the wall; each seat has a misericord and
each partition has a carved armrest.
The motifs of the misericords on the choir stalls at Rodez may be
classified into four main formal categories: foliate, hybrid, animal,
and human. We will describe and analyze the iconography of
selected misericords in each of these classifications and indicate
briefly the history of the theme.

Foliate Motifs
On the Rodez misericords, as on the armrests, foliated decoration
alternates with the other three classifications (with the exception of
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two consecutive misericords with foliate decoration in the north
series, and two consecutive misericords in the south series with
carvings of animals), so that the number of misericords carved with
foliate designs exceeds the number of all other motifs. The foliate
design, rather than being unique on each misericord, is repeated
several times so that there are in all about five types of leaves with
only minor variations. The foliate motifs on the misericords seem
to be based on natural forms, but they are stylistically worked into
a decoration which often hides their botanic identity. This technique
results in a combination of realism and stylized decoration.
Foliate motifs are known in art from antiquity. Jalabert argues that
by following the history of sculptural vegetation one can learn
much about the history of French art. She claims that on a fifteenth
century carving the foliage has supernatural proportions, is
distorted and twisted, but still preserves characteristic features.7
This style is apparent on some of the carvings at Rodez.
Plants in the Middle Ages appear as symbols of the nature
surrounding man. The Celts venerated the oak, and oak groves were
sites of paganrituals.Vines (and wine) were introduced at an early
stage into the worship of gods and sacrificial rituals. Christianity
adopted vegetal motifs of classical patterns, but provided new
interpretations: the oak now symbolized the strength of Jesus, while
the vine symbolized the Eucharist and the blood of Jesus, and
sometimes personified the season of autumn. Basford claims that
the Gothic style released foliate motifs from their symbolic context
by adopting another attitude toward nature. As soon as the Gothic
artist described a plant through observation, the motif lost its
symbolism and took on new meaning related to growth and
development.8
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Hybrid Motifs
Many misericords carved in fifteenth century France represent
hybrid monsters and grotesque creatures, such as, at Rodez, a
chimera in the form of an imaginary mammal equipped with bat
wings on the tenth misericord on the north set of stalls. At Rodez
there are also five carvings of hybrids: human from the waist up and
animal from the waist down. TTiese include a siren, quite common
on fifteenth century misericords in France and other European
countries.

Fig. 1: Siren
At Rodez the siren is carved on the twenty-sixth stall on the south
side (Fig. 1). On this misericord, somewhat damaged — the siren's
nose is broken — the siren is shown as a beautiful young woman
with round cheeks, her mouth slightly open in a faint smile, as she
regards her image in a mirror. She is shown in profile, appearing to
move from right to left On the top tibird of her body she is a
woman, and on the bottom she is a fish. Between the fish body and
the woman's body a kind of wide girdle is carved, separating the
parts. The fish body is covered with scales, made by incised
triangular forms which are repeated down to a fishtail which curls
slightly towards her back.
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The human part, from the naval up, is nude. The breasts are
accentuated, the arms are bent at the elbows at a right angle. In her
right hand the siren holds a mirror and in her left hand, with four
fingers turned toward the viewer, she holds a comb equipped with
teeth on both sides. Her hair tumbles down in waves over her
shoulders, parallel with the rounded carvings below her in line with
her body, symbolizing the waves of the sea.
The name "siren" was used indiscriminately to describe hybrid
creatures, most of which were represented as having a woman's
torso attached to an animal lower part — bird, fish or snake. The
oldest type of siren is the "haipy" bird-woman of Greek
mythology.9 This image probably had its origins in the spirit being
likened to a bird, a form already found in ancient Egypt. The
fish-siren was brought to Europe from the East by the Greeks. She
is mentioned in ancient literature by Aristotle and by Philo of
Alexandria, while Horace, in the first century B.C., describes her in
his verse as "a woman very beautiful in her bust, ending in a fish
tail..." At the same period, Ovid described the siren as a winged sea
creature.10 Other allusions to the siren are found in the Physiologus
of the second century A.D. and in medieval bestiaries.
Louis Reau suggests that the image of the siren is connected to that
of the Triton, and further contends that, according to the "Book of
Enoch" sirens were supposed to be the wives of fallen angels. The
siren was always a symbol of irresistible seduction (luxuria) and is
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thus presented in art with a nude upper body.11 Her seductive and
comiptive character is recognized in church doctrine, following the
teaching of Saint Augustine, which forbade nude representations.12
The siren's seductiveness is indicated not only by her nudity, but
also by her flowing hair, which the fathers of the church saw as one
of the ploys used by the siren-woman Eve to seduce guileless men.
Other attributes of the siren are the mirror and the comb, which
originated in the "Venus Display", attesting to her coquetry,
mundane vanity, and to her demonic seductive power. Medieval
literature presented sirens as mad women who entice men, seduce
and terrify them simultaneously with caresses and soft songs, and
finally ruin them. At that time hybrid creatures in general were
conceived as demonic, combining — like the devil himself—the
human and the bestial. In this spirit, bird-sirens are sometimes also
given snakes' tails, in order to emphasize the lethal threat they
represent.
In this connection we may point out the earlier fish-siren carved on
a misericord at the former cathedral of Vence (Alpes-Maritime), as
well as the siren at the Collegiate Church Notre Dame at
Villefranche-de-Rouergue, which was carved by Andr6 Sulpice
almost contemporaneously with his work at Rodez (Fig. 2). The
Rodez siren places great emphasis on sensuality, the treatment of
volumes and meticulous attention to the characteristic details,
which leads us to suspect the artist relished his task in fashioning it.
It also emphasizes integration between the various details, and
between the image, background and surrounding space. Sirens
appear also on other misericords in other churches in France such
as at Solignac (Haute-Vienne) and Saint-Illide (Cantal). A siren
holding a fish in her hand appears on an English misericord at
Gloucester Cathedral, where she symbolizes the sea. In Lincoln
Cathedral she is described in the traditional way as Luxuria holding
a comb Mid mirror.
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P.L XXXIV cols. 272-73.
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Fig. 2: Mermaid with Comb and Mirror

Fig. 3: Mermaid in Margin of Manuscript

Illuminated manuscripts often depict the fish-siren. In the Book of
Hours ofMary ofBurgundy from the twelfth century, she is painted
in the margin of a page which contains the last rites — a young,
beautiful smiling siren holding the characteristic mirror and comb
(Fig. 3). In a thirteenth century Paris manuscript we find three sirens
depicted on a single page: one is flying, another playing a musical
instrument, and a third swimming. On a page from the fifteenth
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century, a siren is shown enmeshed in a floral decoration (Fig. 4).
The siren probably appears so frequently and in such a variety of
forms — in literature as well as in the visual arts — because of the
ambivalent feeling of artists toward this creature, appealing for her
beauty and sensuality, but repulsive and terrifying because of the
contrast between her external beauty and her corruptive and sinful
nature. The Rodez misericord emphasizes her beauty, but she is
represented with all the attributes of her sinful nature.

Fig. 4: Mermaid in Floral Decoration
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Animal Motifs
At least nine different species of animals are carved on the Rodez
misericords: dogs, cats, swans, a boar, and a monkey among others.
Animal images are not based on a uniform iconography, since each
animal has a different significance, and sometimes even several
contradictory ones. The example we have chosen to discuss is the
monkey. Tlie various illustrations of monkeys on French
misericords are related to many different symbolic characterizations
of the monkey in the plastic arts and literature.
The eighteenth stall of the south row shows a monkey. The animal
is foreshortened, in profile, its jutting bottom, punctured by a hole
in the middle to emphasize the anus, turned to face the viewer. Shod
in pointed shoes, it stands on three legs, using the fourth to put a
round object in its mouth. Its face is also turned toward the viewer,
revealing its round and bald head. The facial features are defined
with shallow carving, barely schematic, the big eyes wide open with
round pupils, and the nose flattened. The head and bottom protrude
in high relief. The body is hatched to represent the monkey's fur.
The surface on which the monkey stands is worked in geometrical
shapes which may be seen as abstract representations of stones or
rocks. The schematic design of this monkey may be intended to
focus the viewer's attention on the main message: the brazen nature
of the animal's nakedness. Monkeys carved by Andre Sulpice also
appear on the armrests of stalls in other churches, such as the
chartreuse at Villefranche-de-Rouergue.
In his 1952 book Apes and Ape Lore, Jansen examines the origin of
the word 'monkey' in different languages. He claims that the source
of the word 'monkey' in European languages is the Aramaic word
'mammon', arguing that 'monkey' in Italian, Spanish, Old French,
and medieval Latin all sound somewhat like 'mammon'. Jansen
suggests that these words reflect the popular perception of monkeys
as symbols of property and money.13 On the other hand, McCulloch,
quoting Isadore of Seville, and Beryl Rowland, quoting
Bartholomaeus Angelicus, both point to the parallelism between the
Latin for monkey, 'simia', and the Latin word 'similitudo', meaning
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similarity. Rowland claims the monkey is so-called because of the
similarity to man as well as for his inclination to imitate others.15
Geoffrey Chaucer expresses a different opinion in his thirteenth
century book The House of Fame, in which he attaches no negative
connotation in the monkey's habit of emulating others, but rather
describes the monkey as the symbol of art, which also emulates
nature.16 Jansen also reviews the changes in attitude toward the
monkey throughout medieval thought,fromearly Christianity to the
thirteenth century. In the early Christian period the monkey was a
symbol of all the enemies of Jesus. The most negative attitude is
found in the Physiologus, dating from the fourth century, in which
the monkey is likened to a wild ass, and hence to the devil. In the
twelfth century, following the Crusades, many monkeys were
brought to Europe from the East, and became common pets, often
accompanying various performers.17
Two fifteenth century misericords showing one monkey rolling and
another in a "bridge" posture were carved by Andre Sulpice at the
collegiate church in Villefranche. At this time the symbolic
significance of monkeys evolved from an extremely negative
embodiment of the devil to a more generalized embodiment of the
sinner.18 This attribution derives from the many classical fables
featuring monkeys and expressing unequivocal morals, the meaning
of which later evolved. Aesop thus tells us of the loving
monkey-mother who hugged her child to death, while the hated
child survived by clinging to her back. This story is quoted by
Herapollo, Oppian and Pliny. Isadore of Seville reduces the story to
a bland statement: she-monkeys carry a beloved child in their laps,
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but an unloved child must cling to their backs19 (Fig 5). The story
of the mother-monkey and her two offspring found its way from
these fables into medieval bestiaries, although in modified form.

Fig. 5: Monkey Mother and Offspring
The moral of the story appears in an Exempla of Jacques de Vitry.
He cites an earlier source, the exegesis of Boethius, according to
which the she-monkey stands for the pursuit of pleasure, the
beloved offspring represents carnal desire, and the hated offspring
spiritual values. Jacques de Vitry modified the Boethius analysis
and specified that the she-monkey stands for the sinner embracing
camal pleasures and wealth, while the hated offspring stands for the
sins that tenaciously cling to the sinner.20 He concludes with
another moral, namely that the heavy burden of sins eventually
causes the she-monkey to fall into the hands of the hunters — these
hunters being from the nether world — who drag the sinner down
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Jacques de Vitry, The Exempla ed. TJ. Crane. New York, repr. 1971
(1898) p. 9, XXV, fol 28v.
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to hell. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the symbolism of the
she-monkey and her two offspring further changes, and instead of
symbolizing sinners generally, the she-monkey stands for the rich
person amassing more riches, or the spendthrift and the usurer. The
beloved offspring now stands for property, while the hated child
continues to stand for the sins clinging to the sinners whether they
like it or not. Now the hunter is Death, or the punishment in store
for sinners after death. It is interesting to note as a symbol of greed,
the monkey also appears in the Exempla of Jacques de Vitry. Petrus
Berchorius devotes an entire chapter in his book to the monkey as
a symbol of the miser.21
Other stories in medieval bestiaries attribute the monkey's downfall
at the hands of hunters to its mimicry of humans. This moral can
already be found in the eleventh century, in Petrus Damianus: the
monkey is a person of weak character; the hunter is a devil who
teaches people to sin and thus traps them.22 There are also medieval
representations of monkeys in other symbolic roles: as sinners, or
as pagan worshipers. Monkeys are carved in stone on the facades of
the Cathedrals of Chartres, Amiens, and Notre Dame de Paris. A
defecating monkey, seen primarily in manuscript marginalia, is
generally assumed to represent the cleansing of sins. A monkey in
chains stands for a sinner, handcuffed because he refuses to bow to
authority, like the devil who rebelled against God. The chained
monkey is also found on a misericord in the abbey church of
Saint-Pierre at Solignac. One common characteristic associated with
monkeys in the Middle Ages was carnal desire — a symbolism
reflected today in the expression: "Lusty as a devil in the kitchen
and an ape in her bed". The association of female lust with the
monkey actually has a zoological basis, according to Rowland,
since in some species the sexual organs of the female monkey swell
and change color when she is in heat, at which time she exhibits
them to the male in order to arouse him.23
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The monkey ostentatiously flaunting his hindquarters on the Rodez
misericord shows shamelessness and unbridled exhibitionism. Here
the private, as it were, is made public. The expression on the
monkey's face is also defiant and provocative. Towards the end of
the fifteenth century monkeys also came to be associated with
madness and nonsense. This association is here expressed through
the round object the monkey puts into his mouth. The medieval fool
also sometimes puts a round object into his mouth, but what that
object is (apple or stone), we do not know with certainty.24
Human Figured Motifs
The humanfiguresrepresented on the Rodez choir stalls are shown
in various compositions: four portraits; three grotesque figures; one
man asleep face down; a group depicting a priest and two nuns
reading a book (Fig. 6), and two almost identical misericords
showing busts of pairs of women.

Fig. 6: Priest and Nuns Read Book
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The misericords representing the pairs of women differ stylistically
and iconograpMcally from all the other misericords in the cathedral.
Each is placed on the first misericord in a row, north and south. All
four women are young, handsome, definitely not identical (Figs. 7
and 8). Each pair is portrayed almost in profile and facing the other.
The carving is meticulous and detail abounds. The heads are tilted
somewhat to one side, the cheeks are round and accentuated, the
realistically shaped eyes open. The mouths are small, the lips full,
the chins jutting. Each of the women wears the triangular shaped hat
fashionable at the time. The hats are not identical: in the north pair
(Fig. 7), the hat worn by the woman on the right is decorated with
a flower, while the hat worn by the woman on the left is decorated
with birds' wings.25 The parallel misericord in the south row (Fig. 8)
shows, at the left, a hat undecorated except for a stripe down the
middle terminating in a sort of twist. The hat on the right is
decorated and shown frontally. Other differences between the two
pairs consist in the modeling of the hair. On the north misericord all
hair is hidden under the hats while on the south misericord some
hair peeps out from the hats. The semi-circles on the women's
brows are apparently jewelry. Other differences: one woman on the
soufli stall is shown more in profile than the others; the necklines of
dresses on the north stall are square whereas those on the south stall
are round.

Fig. 7: Two Women

25

According to Professor Elaine C. Block this hat may be a visualization
of the name of a fashionable fifteenth century hat which was known as a
"winged hat".
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Fig. 8: Two Women
Apart from these details, the two misericords are very similar in
subject and composition. The stress is not on sensuality, as with the
siren; nor on vigorous motion or shameless exposure, as with the
monkey; but rather a feeling of aesthetic beauty, gentleness and
serenity. The artist pays great attention to small differences between
the figures, but otherwise there is general adherence to a single
scheme of representation and similar proportions for the figures.
Hie delicate style conveys the message that these women are drawn
from a formal repertoire similar to those relevant in fifteenth
century court art, in which care was taken to represent members of
the upper class in fine attire, hair dressed, with aloof expressions
and relaxed stance — all in order to confer an air of respectability
suitable to their status. We do not know who these women were, but
their pre-eminent position — first on the north and south rows of
stalls — is reminiscent of patronfigureson altarpieces, in which the
patrons are seen kneeling on either side of the picture, and they may
have been the patrons of the choir stalls. But since we do not have
the patrons' names, this is only conjecture. Another possibility is
that these women are purely ornamental. The style may have been
takenfrominitials on illuminated manuscripts, and this would mean
that these carvings do not represent living people but only serve as
an introductoryflourishto the choir stalls. Portraits of "upper class"
women may merely reflect the influence of manuscript
illuminations or monumental art, such as the sculptures of court
ladies at Dijon and Bourges, which may have inspired Andre
Sulpice.
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Conclusions
The iconography of the misericord carvings at Rodez Cathedral is
not original. Some themes are familiar from friezes and carvings in
various churches. They occur in illuminated manuscripts, bestiaries
and Exempla. M.D. Anderson claims that the priests in their
sermons sometimes made use of mundane objects in order to drive
home spiritual messages. Understanding of religious subjects was
thereby facilitated by readily understood and easily assimilated
notions. This trend allowed misericord carvers to use in their art
everyday secular motifs which, in their hands, have become
standard visual images—even if the artist did not always grasp the
moral significance of the motif he created.

Fig. 9: Melasine
There are several schematic and iconogiaphic parallels between the
misericords on the north and south rows of stalls at Rodez. The
female pairs introducing each row have already been discussed. The
monkey also makes its appearance in corresponding seats in the two
rows, although in different configurations: one as described above;
the other on horseback. In both cases the monkey is shown as a
300

sinner. A parallel to the siren is a Melasine (Fig. 9). In this case
there is no morphological identity, but we do have an iconographic
identity because both siren aid Melusine are seductive women who
lead innocent men astray. Melusine, however, also has a positive
side: texts describe her as a devoted mother who brings riches and
happiness to her husband as long as he does not discover her double
identity (woman-animal). Another misericord depicts a single swan,
and a parallel misericord a pair of swans.
There are other motifs of morphological and iconographical
similarity in the two rows, but not necessarily between
corresponding seats in the rows. The arrangement of the two rows
and of the themes suggests that they were installed according to a
definite plan. TMs is borne out by the features we have just
described:
1. The alternation of narrative subjects: foliate motifs alternate
systematically with narrative subjects (with the exception of two
cases).
2. Corresponding iconography between north and south choir
stalls: approximately four subjects appear in both rows, some in
corresponding seats; some not.
We know that some of the stalls were destroyed over time and that,
when they were replaced their original order was not strictly
followed. Since we do not have accurate records of the sequences
in each row or the model shown by Andre Sulpice to the patrons
who commissioned the stalls, we cannot reach an unequivocal
conclusion on this subject. All we can say now is that the
misericords had been arranged according to a certain order which
later was partly disrupted. It is impossible to conclude that there
was some kind of master iconographic plan for the rows of stalls,
although there was probably a formal plan.
Observation and study of other stalls dating from this period in
France show that in most cases there was no clear iconographic
plan, apart from the fact that themes were drawn from a repertoire
of forms familiar to the people of the Middle Ages. Foliate motifs
and some animals are projections of the world of nature and
agriculture, which was the mainstay of the medieval world. Other
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animals and hybrid monsters are drawn from the world of fables and
folk tales, and from the Exempla in sermons. The variety of human
figures are drawn from prototypes or from everyday reality
observed by the artist. This may indicate that the misericord artist
enjoyed a degree of freedom enabling him to introduce subjects and
images of his own choosing. In contrast to the misericord artists,
manuscript illuminators were in direct contact with patrons and
their advisors, and were given a plan expressing the patron's
hierarchic conception of the world order. The lack of such a plan
may explain the lack of direct connection between one misericord
and the next in the row; and between one misericord and the entire
series _ a state of affairs which holds true for nearly all ensembles
of carved choir stalls dating from this period.
The patrons of the stalls were generally high ranking clergymen or
members of the royal court or the high nobility, or members of the
rising bourgeoisie, which grew stronger and richer with the
development of cities and trade in the fifteenth century. Bourgeois
patrons became commoner at this time, and the patrons who
commissioned the Rodez choir stalls also belonged to this emergent
class: a group of important city officials sufficiently rich to become
patrons of the arts.
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